Bremer Silvester Open 2021
more information
phone:
e-mail:

(+49) 0172 4367945
info@imperialchess.org

Covid-19 note

Only players who meet the 2G requirements are eligible to participate (see hygiene concept).
Please read the hygiene concept carefully before you register for the tournament!

Arrival / Parking

The ACHAT Hotel Bremen City is only 450m away from Bremen's main train station and the
quickest way to get there is by foot. The red line on the adjacent picture shows the footpath.
The hotel offers car parking spaces at € 15 per day. However, these can not be reserved, as
there is a limited number of spaces. Alternatively, there is a public parking garage next to the
hotel (CONTIPARK Parkhaus, Hillmann Straße) which costs € 12 per day. Please contact the
reception upon arrival to check if there are still free spaces available in the hotel garage.

Catering

Lunch cannot be provided at the hotel; drinks can be purchased at the hotel bar if needed.
The consumption of alcoholic beverages is not permitted in the entire play area.

Accommodation

The ACHAT Hotel Bremen City offers the following conditions to participants of the tournament by giving the keyword
IC_BSO2021 by phone or e-mail until four weeks before arrival:
Single room
€ 74,00
Double room
€ 91,00
The prices are per night, excluding breakfast. Breakfast will be charged at € 17,00 per person/day.

Prize groups

The youth prize wins the best player born in 2003 or later.
The women's prize wins the best female participant.
The senior prize is won by the best player born in 1961 or earlier.
The newcomer prize will be awarded to the player with the largest difference between start- and endposition.

Prize-giving

In a shared 1st place on points and no clear winner by the direct comparison, a tie-break is played, which determines the
winning of the trophy, the 1st place and thus also the title of the tournament winner.
criteria for placement

criteria for pricegiving

1 number of points
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2 direct comparison

pricegiving by Hort-system:
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placement

4 progress evaluation
5 same placement

50%
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25%

progress evaluation
25%

The number of prizes determines the number of prizeholders.
With five main prices, the ranked sixth would not be involved in the fifth main price, despite the same score (but lower
Buchholz).
Tie-break

The tie-break is played in two games with a short time control (10 min + 5 sec). If this does not produce a winner, an
armageddon game (5 min vs. 4 min) will be played.

Registration

It does not require registration at the venue itself.
We expect the players, who registered on our homepage, transferred the entry fee and made the registration binding. We
kindly ask those who fall ill, are stuck in traffic, or otherwise fail to be punctual at the venue to let us know - this is best done
by phone (see above).

Entry fee

GM‘s, IM‘s, WGM‘s and WIM‘s receive the provisional entry fee at the beginning of the tournament. A refund of the entry fee
is not possible without deregistration until December 27, 2021 at 9.00 a.m.

FIDE IDcode

To participate in our tournament a personal FIDE-ID is mandatory. A tournament, in which not all players have a FIDE
IDcode, can not be evaluated ELO (international rating). If no FIDE IDcode is assigned to you, please contact the
tournament directorate immediately so that we can apply for it.

Smoking

Smoking is not permitted in the ACHAT Hotel Bremen City. There is a smoking area at the main entrance to the building.
Please keep a distance of 1.5 meters from each other even while smoking

